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This paper presents an i1 lustrated brief historic overview of 

globalization in textiles and dress, with a focus on twenty-first century 

globalization reflected through adaptations of world dress portrayed in 

contemporary American fashion media. Globalization, the al 1-pervasive 

contemporary exchange of world cultures, has made us very aware of our 

political, social and economic interconnectedness. Contemporary fashion is 

but one window through which we can see globalization embodied, for we 

literally wear the world on our sleeves, in the cut of our clothes, 

through the motifs and surface embel1ishments of our dress. People have 

traded goods for dress and personal adornment with one another since 

recorded history. These early days of globalization focused on the 

exchange of raw materials- trade and distributions systems for colorful 

feathers； agate beads and shells； tin and gold to name a few. Early 

globalization witnessed the world's oldest Iranian, pile-woven carpet 

found thousands of miles away in a Scythian burial in Siberia, and the 

thriving appearance of the Neolithic Anatolian mother goddess with her 

triangular body and arced arms still seen today in Rabar i dowry 

embroideries of northwest India. Today, because of increased access to 

traditional dress from diverse world cultures, diverse cultural properties 

have become a "mother lode" from which the fashion industry takes its 

inspiration. American mai 1 order catalogues, fashion magazines and 

internet counterparts commonly feature contemporary fashion versions of 

silhouettes, motifs, dyeing, stitching and embel1ishment techniques 

inspired by traditional dress of historically elite and rural people 

al ike. The sari and sarong, three-piece dress sets of diverse tribal 

groups, Chinese mandarin collar and side-fastening garments, the cheongsom 

and kimono are rich veins for contemporary fashion, ffhy is Western fashion 
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fascinated with the dress and ornaments of global cultures? Is it a 

backlash of globalization expressed through a yearning for an assumed, 

stereotypical age of simplicity and innocence, or is it, as Dulali Nag in 

"Fashion, Gendert and the Bengali Middle Class" suggests, the ''primitive 

becomes an ornament" for projecting one's sophistication. Is pseudo-ethnic 

fashion an objectification of the ethnic "othern, or at the worst, a 

romanticization of poverty? Or is globally inspired dress a sincerest form 

of flattery reflecting current geo-political interests and events?Today 

most consumers are not aware of the history, meanings and societal roles 

of traditional dress, nor of the varied methods of their creation. 

Publication editors and copywriters of popular fashion press and 

mai1-order catalogs are frequently uninformed of technical terms and 

techniques, and often incorrectly attribute geographic or cultural 

derivations. Sometimes, pejorative messages creep into captions or 

lavishly staged photo fashion essays. These problems are compounded when 

many Western consumers, already geographically ignorant, subtly absorb 

negative attitudes and misinformation. Increased knowledge about the 

origins and influences of global textile cultural traditions in Western 

fashion may help promote greater valuing and respect for cultural 

differences, as our "global vi11 age" beco히es even more diverse. Wearing 

the cultures of the world on our sleeve can remind us that the common 

thread that unites us al 1 is our humanity and a shared affection for 

global design.
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